


 



 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

This paper presents and describes the five factors that affect learning English from a 

whole aspects like always and especially affect the area of pronunciation, preventing 

students internalize the voiced phonemes of the International Phonetic Alphabet also 

raised by a brief discussion of the guidelines English objectives to be achieved in the 

subject of English. And it finally proposed two new activities to teach these phonemes and 

the students can learn and reach a good pronunciation. Concluding that it is urgent to 

learn and achieve good communication skills level, because the world is globalized and 

the language that leads the world of knowledge is English language. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



INTRODUCTION 

 

For many years ago the English language is taught in Ecuador, but the methodologies 

used for this purpose have not been successful, but now with the implementation of the 

new guidelines of English under the direction and adopt the communicative approach is 

expected to achieve results satisfactory. So this paper makes a brief review of these 

guidelines and sets out objectives to be achieved, then gives way to the description of the 

five factors that affect the learning of pronunciation of certain phonemes them that 

complement the productive area of the target language study and emphasizing one in 

particular that it is the lack of teaching of these branches of linguistics and undoubtedly 

help its learning. 

This content also explains briefly the phonetics and phonology of the eight voiced 

consonants phonemes that has the English alphabet, with the presentation of two 

examples for better understanding. As proposed I present two like activities "symbol card 

game" and "minimal pairs" as exercises to practice learning to achieve these phonemes. 

And finally it presents the conclusions showing to have reached the target language 

proposal and of course here cannot miss the theoretical support of references which made 

possible this report. 
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CONTENT 

 

THE NEW GUIDELINES OF ENGLISH IN ECUADOR AND THE STRENGTHENING 

ARTICULATORY PHONETICS 

 According to the new guidelines of English as a foreign language in Ecuador, at the end 

of high school students have to achieve a B1 level of English. This means that they have 

to domain the language as independent users according to the common European 

framework. 

Taking specific objectives to achieve which ones are specified in the national curriculum 
guidelines: 
 

• To ensure high-school graduates reach a minimum B1 language proficiency level 

according to the CEFR, and 

 

• To build up learners’ communicative language competence in its linguistic, 

sociolinguistic, and pragmatic components through the development of the four 

language skills: listening, speaking, reading, and writing. (p. 9). 

 

These objectives are expected to be achieved with the help of a new method, as it is the 

communicative approach, which is proposed to develop excellent communication skills in 

primary and secondary, waiting for the student to be competitive in the four skills, 

especially in productive skills (speaking and writing) as well as English guidelines 

corroborate: 

Focus on real-world contexts: Because students will ultimately have to use the 

language productively (through speaking and writing) and receptively (through 

listening and reading) outside the classroom, classroom tasks/activities must equip 

students with the necessary skills for communication in everyday contexts. 

Relationship of language forms (grammar, vocabulary, and pronunciation) and 

function (use): “Language techniques are designed to engage learners in the 

authentic, functional use of language for meaningful purposes” (Brown, 2007, p.46) 

supported by knowledge of the language structures. (p. 5,6). 

 

With the development of this approach in the teaching and learning of English students by 

2018, they will have reached a considerable level of communicative competence in this 

language.  



For contributing to this change that is developing in our educational system, I identify and 

describe the factors that are affecting the learning phonetics and phonology of voiced 

consonant phonemes of the International Phonetic Alphabet, these are branches of 

linguistics. They are directly related to the pronunciation this being one of the areas least 

reached during the English language learning. For achieving a high level of pronunciation, 

you need to certainly learn basic phonetics, so is really important to know the causes that 

prevent their learning. 

 

BRIEF EXPLANATION OF PHONETICS AND PHONOLOGY OF THE VOICED 

CONSONANTS 

 

English language learning in our country does not reach a good level in speaking skills 

with a considerable degree of pronunciation, so is my curiosity identify possible causes 

that prevent achieving this goal. So before introducing us to identify the factors we need to 

know the meaning of certain term for better understand this section. Then we have the 

word “phoneme”, this word in linguistic means the smallest unit inside of sound world of a 

language, like Armbruster, B. B. (2010) says in his research that “Phonemes are the 

smallest parts of sound in a spoken word that make a difference in the word’s meaning”. 

 

Now it is also important to identify how many voiced consonant phonemes exist in the IPA 

and how and what organs do interfere to achieve their production?. 

  

According to the International Phonetic Alphabet, it has eight voiced consonant 

phonemes, as shown in the table below, these are only voiced consonants: 

 

VOICED CONSONANTS PHONEMES ( VIBRATION) 

/v/ /g/ /b/ /z/ /d/ / / / / / / 

verb gun bee zoo dance general this pleasure 

 

To study any articulation of a sound, it is necessary to differentiate between point of 

articulation and manner of articulation: 

     - The articulator moves freely when you run the joint and enable the sequence of 

sounds, these are the lower lip and tongue. 

     - The manner of articulation refers to the type of obstruction that occurs in this 

"complete or incomplete" case, whether or not friction cause, and the way that narrowing 



down the joint according to this parameter softens, the consonants are divided into 

explosive, fricatives, nasal, lateral, r approximate sound consonants.  

     - The point of articulation has to do with the area of the mouth where the largest 

narrowing of the air passage, linked to the moving part of the mouth, which may be the 

lips, teeth, tongue, originates etc. 

     Points of articulation of consonants in English 

- Bi-labial: the two lips are used. 

- Lip-dental: Worked with the upper teeth and lower lip. 

- Dental: The upper teeth and the tip of the tongue. 

- Apical-alveolar: the tip of the tongue is placed on the gum behind the teeth. 

- Palatal: the trunk of the tongue and hard palate are combined. 

- Back-watch: the root of the tongue and soft palate are harmonized. 

Phonetics and phonology of “b” and “v” 

Phonetic area. - These consonants are described in their manner of articulation and 

place of articulation: 

Consonant (voiced)               manner of articulation      place of articulation 

  / b /                                            stop                                          bilabial 

  / v /                                           fricative                                   labiodental 

During the production of these two consonants by applying these two modes of 

articulation we can realize that the vocal cords vibrate to emit sounds, and this is the way 

to check and verify that these are voiced consonants phonemes.      

Phonological area. - Regarding these two voiced consonants (/b/ and /v/), presented as 

examples, the phonological area studies variations in pronunciation minimum variation of 

phonemes as explained below:  

Here we have the word block /blɒk/ and clock /klɒk/, we can notice the minimal pairs   only 

differ from each other in a sound about /b/ with /k/. and the word vote /vəʊt/ and note 

/nəʊt/ their difference is just the phoneme /v/ with /n/, this example is just one part of the 

phonological area of this voiced phonemes. 

Understood this part, we proceed to identify and describe the factors, we try to name the 

most important, those with the greatest impact in this issue: 

 



FACTORS THAT ARE AFFECTING THE LEARNING OF VOICED CONSONANT 

PHONEMES IN THE STUDENTS 

 

Learning the English language is a process that requires the contribution of all resources 

including the social environment but has been struggling to achieve that objective. This 

fight is given daily in schools and high schools in Ecuador that is the reason and we have 

to consider the four main areas that are cultural, linguistic, academic, and cognitive like 

suggested Collier, V. P. (1995) in his research: 

The model has four major components: sociocultural, linguistic, academic, and 

cognitive processes to understand the interrelationships among these four 

components, figure one illustrates the developmental second language acquisition 

process that occurs in the school context. While this figure looks simple on paper, it 

is important to imagine that this is a multifaceted prism with many dimensions. The 

four major components sociocultural, linguistic, academic, and cognitive processes 

are interdependent and complex. (p. 4) 

 But the students’ willingness to acquire new knowledge would facilitate the process. I 

have considered six factors to explain what I consider the most important and explain 

them. 

Here we have: 

 Improper method 

 Poor academic level of teachers 

 Lack of  student motivation 

 Inadequate infrastructure of the educational unit 

 It not taught phonetics and phonology for learning English 

1. IMPROPER METHODS 

The failure of the learning of productive skills, especially speaking skills of English in our 

country is undoubtedly due to the application of inappropriate methods have not helped 

much in this area. Among the methods used in the English language in Ecuador have the 

same grammar-translation method that has contributed little since this method clearly 

focused on teaching grammar rules and word lists and then translation exercises and it 

does not help in pronunciation area. Including others methods like inductive and deductive 

methods, which like the traditional grammar their strategies do not help to reach a good 

level in speaking skill.  



Currently to teaching English here in Ecuador communicative approach was adopted 

which is expected to achieve good results, as they learn to speak English is the priority 

need, and so we can communicate with people from other foreign people, considering that 

our country is already a tourist potential. Then the need to learn the language today are 

much more demanding and requires the application of a suitable method that is consistent 

with current requirements as suggested Richards, JC, & Rodgers, TS (2014): 

Efforts to improve the effectiveness of language teaching have often focused on 

changes in teaching methods. Throughout history such changes have reflected 

changes in the goals of language teaching, such as a move toward oral proficiency 

rather than reading comprehension. (p. 3) 

2. POOR ACADEMIC LEVEL OF TEACHERS 

The teacher is the guide for student learning, for that reason it is very important that the 

teacher has a considerable level of knowledge in the area of English. In Ecuador for more 

than twenty years ago that has been teaching this foreign language (English), but it has 

not been successful in their learning, and it is by the level of knowledge that the teachers 

have is low. 

That is why the Ecuadorian educational system is demanding that English teachers are 

trained to obtain a B2 level is a high intermediate level according to the European 

framework, including the Ecuadorian government through scholarship plan through the 

program “Go Teacher”, provided an opportunity for many students to travel to English-

speaking countries and also learn the language better. 

With the help of this program over 8,000 teachers have benefited from this program, which 

was aimed at professional specialization, especially in the ability to speak the language as 

they would be for a period of eight months in a context where they speak the target 

language. 

3. LACK OF STUDENT MOTIVATION 

Many surveys in schools and high schools have reported low interest that exists in 

students to learn the English language, and in fact during the course of my internship I 

realized that almost 98% of students were struck not learn this language, were stressed 

even when it was time to learn this subject. 

To meet and exceed the factor that undoubtedly affects learning English is important for 

the teacher to explain and convince students about the importance of learning English 



today. I also think it is up to the English teachers motivate students through recreational 

and illustrative activities that focus the attention of students and integrated into a more 

playful learning. 

Students cannot motivate themselves as they consider the English language, a very 

difficult subject, and motivation is the most appropriate way to improve their English 

language perspective, and shares Dörnyei, Z. (1994) “it is clear that the teacher, the class 

atmosphere, the course content, materials and facilities, as well as personal 

characteristics of the student (such as studiousness, etc.,) will have an influence on the 

individual’s classroom learning motivation”. 

4. INADEQUATE INFRASTRUCTURE IN THE EDUCATIONAL CLASSROOMS 

The poor student learning in the ability of speaking, it is well because the classrooms are 

not equipped for this purpose, as in the case of learning to pronounce well, for example, 

students need a laboratory with adequate equipment and materials develop and improve 

the activity of pronunciation. Having good teaching materials complemented by well-

equipped classrooms would be great for the teaching of English in Ecuador advance. 

Still it exists in our country many schools and colleges that do not have adequate 

classrooms and equipped for the teaching of this subject. And, it is vital to have 

laboratories where they develop to the full and unimpeded kinds of "listening" is almost a 

given that improving infrastructure will improve the quality of education student as it would 

have well-equipped classrooms and so learning is facilitated. 

Learning a good level of English pronunciation is not enough the relationship between 

teacher-student relationships is also relevant for teaching resources to develop our 

listening skills and then provide production surpassed response of many words with high 

quality due pronunciation the implementation and use of these valuable teaching 

resources. 

5. IT NOT TAUGHT PHONETICS AND PHONOLOGY FOR LEARNING ENGLISH  

In the english classrooms the teachers do not teach phonetics and phonology, the teacher 

only focuses on making sure students listen and then repeat them, but essentially teach 

them how sounds are produced and ensures that phonics, phonics helps us identify 

phonemes (/ v /) and graphemes (b, c, d, f). We had already clarified that the English 

pronunciation is very important to demonstrate their mastery and make ourselves 

understood. Now it is that schools and high schools consider and implement if possible 



teaching phonetics and phonology as an integral part of the subject of English, since 

phonics is directly related to the pronunciation and help students learn and internalize the 

pronunciation of each of the letters of the alphabet, and so then facilitate the pronunciation 

of whole words. 

Students fail to know which ones are the voiced or voiceless consonants because truth, 

teachers do not teach this in classes, then there is no reason for students to know the 

contents in the classrooms taught to pronounce the alphabet by writing literal each sound 

of a letter or word, and that is where the problem of pronunciation born in students, nor do 

they pronounce well, nor fail to recognize whether it is voice or sound or unvoiced 

consonants. 

Consider the teaching and learning of these branches of linguistics, because according to 

the demands of learning English for many reasons, we headed to improve and achieve a 

level of independent user according to CEF, and that means in other words demonstrate 

good level of communicative competence. 

 

RESULTS OF PROBLEM ANALYSIS 

To help and response to this problem, I present below two new activities to teach phonics 

easy and pleasant way, and so are students becomes easier to learn phonetics and 

phonology. These activities or exercises are very striking and encourage students to 

practice and internalize the phonemes, especially the voiced sounds (consonants). 

 ACTIVITY OF MINIMAL PAIRS (EXERCISES) 

Minimal pairs are two words whose pronunciation is different by only one sound – like 

reach and rich, or man and main. In this lesson, you’re going to practice your 

pronunciation of similar English words with exercises of minimal pairs. 

                                                        



In the first picture the minimal pairs between the words “beat” and “beak” are the 

phonemes /t/ and /k/. And in the picture number two the minimal pairs between the words 

“ban” and “Dan” are the phonemes /b/ and /d/. 

 SYMBOL CARD GAME (IPA) 

The IPA (International Phonetic Alphabet) can be a very useful tool for improving 

pronunciation. The teacher helps with the correct pronunciation; students can look up 

words and, with an understanding of IPA, decipher the correct pronunciation. 

Unfortunately, learning the IPA is not always the easiest task. But this symbol card game 

help you to learn easily, including in the internet you will find printable IPA cards and a 

lesson outline aimed at introducing the IPA to students. 

Level: Any level needing to learn the IPA 

 Begin introduction slowly by introducing students to a few symbols at a time. 

 Draw symbols and example words on the board (this introduction should go slowly and 

take place over a number of lessons). 

 Have students think of example words for each symbol. 

 Distribute IPA symbol cards, giving 1 to each student. 

 Students walk around the room exchanging cards. Each student shows the symbol side 

of the card to his/her fellow student while saying the word out loud. 

 Students exchanges cards and go to meet another student etc. 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

This activity is very interesting and will teach students of all ages to pronounce easily 

and emotional all the letters of the phonetic alphabet manner. 

 /b/   

/ /  

mother  

 bee 

general  

 /m/ 

http://esl.about.com/library/lessons/blipaprint.htm


 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

 By this little research but significant, I realized how important it is currently learning 

the English language, and it is true that a great source of information is written in 

English, are data that confirm them because I had access to documents to 

theoretically support this work and most of the good information is written in 

English, so it served me well. 

 

 I confirmed by studying the new guidelines in English, presented by the ministry of 

education that is generating great changes and good intentions to achieve until the 

year 2018 in the subject of English and with the support and implementation of an 

interesting communicative approach to students to reach significant levels in 

communicative competence. 

 

 Identified and described the factors that most impact are in the English language, 

noting that the factor with the greatest incidence is not to teach phonetics and 

phonology of consonants, and that would be the first step for achieving good level 

of pronunciation. 

 

 It is also evident that there are many activities to teach this important area of 

linguistics such as the phonetics and phonology, of which only two have 

introduced, to which considered more accessible and innovative, they are easily 

applied to the professor and easy to understand for students. 
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